Trumpet Fragments From Mars - About

Overview

The second in our "Fragments" series, Trumpet Fragments is a collection of trumpet tones, licks, breaths and stabs, performed by acclaimed trumpet player Greg Paulus, harmonized through an Eventide H3000, and synthesized into playable keyboard instruments featuring: cosmic horns, symphonic leads, chord stabs, ambient pads, modulating FX, and more. 

WAV

27 WAVs at 24 bit 44.1kHz

Metadata with mapping and looping information has been embedded into each WAV file. This means that, depending on your sampler, you can drag and drop the WAV and it will auto-map and auto-loop. 
However, if you are having trouble with these WAVs on an unsupported sampler (particularly drum samplers), you may need to strip the metadata from these WAVs using a program such as Myriad. 
Contact info@samplesfrommars.com for support. 


Naming Conventions:

Breezy Trumpet F2

________________________________________________________



Breezy - Patch name

Trumpet = Product Name

F2 - MIDI root note for this WAV



Additional info on WAV files:

There are 26 total patches, with each patch referencing one sample, except for Chordal Reef, which uses 2 slightly different samples, stacked on the same patch.

Each sample has metadata that contains Loop In and Out points, Midi Velocity range (0-127) and Midi Note Range (C-2 to G8). 


________________________________________________________


Ableton

This was built with Ableton 9, so that it works for Ableton 9 and Ableton 10 users. If you are an Ableton 10 user, you may need to click the small “upgrade” for certain devices if you wish to edit them further. 

All 26 presets in 5 groups as Simpler Instruments
There are no mod wheel mappings for this session - we opted to display the waveforms in Simpler instruments, and assigning parameters to the mod wheel via midi mapping does not transfer to the ADG presets
We mapped a lot of different parameters to the Macro knobs for this project - in addition to Delays and Reverbs we assigned a lot of LFOs to give these patches even more movement.  You’ll also see arpeggios and a couple “stacked” patches that use the Chord midi device.

Commonly used Macros in the Session:
Cutoff: Ableton’s low pass filter cutoff frequency. 
Resonance: Ableton’s low pass filter cutoff resonance. Set to 0% by default
Filter Env: Amount sent to Ableton’s Filter Envelope
Env Decay: Decay time of the Filter Envelope
Various Effects: We used a wide variety of custom made effects racks here, like Arps, Spin (LFO), Fuzz (Saturation), Chordify (controls Ableton’s midi chord device) plus tailored Delays, Reverbs, and more
Release: Ableton’s Amp Envelope release time
Volume: Mapped to Ableton’s Simpler/Sampler volume

If you have Sampler, you can right click, convert the simpler to sampler to further edit these presets.


Ableton Patch Details:

15 Looped Patches:
Desert Pad
Dont Cry
Broken String
Chordal Reef
Eternal Sleep
Simple Keyz
No Regular Horn
Ice Cave
Clouds
Persian Steps
Train Wreck
Tree Frog
Dusty Trem
Oneric Blend
Ecliptic

11 Non Looped Patches
Sheer
String Theory
Sonar Vox
Breezy
Rubberized
Memory Foam
Ghost Pop
Trumpets In Dub
Doomsday
Deathray
Ice Pick




Logic

Contain all (26) Presets as EXS Instruments, in 5 categories
Each patch has Envelope, Filter and Mod Wheel settings that have been carefully crafted to provide instant playability.
Each preset has mod wheel assignments. Often they are LFOs, or pitch mods.


Kontakt

Contain all (26) Presets as Kontakt Instruments, in 5 categories
Each patch has Envelope, Filter and Mod Wheel settings that have been carefully crafted to provide instant playability.
Each preset has mod wheel assignments. Often they are LFOs, or pitch mods.


Reason, SFZ, FL Studio DWP

Contain all (26) Presets as Instruments, in 5 categories
These formats do not have mod wheel assignments
Looping has been turned OFF for patches that require crossfades (Desert Pad, Chordal Reef, Dont Cry, Broken String, Ice Cave, Persian Steps)



Support
Contact info@samplesfrommars.com for support


